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1.0 Introduction
This report sets out the findings and results of public consultation carried out to determine local residents’ and
stakeholders’ views on the concept proposals developed for the Grange in Leominster. The report was produced
by Red Kite Network Limited, a Shropshire-based landscape architecture, ecology and greenspace consultancy,
and is for the consideration of Leominster Town Council.
In March-April 2019, public consultation was carried out to determine local residents’ and stakeholders’ views
on and priorities for the Grange. The Phase 1 Public Consultation Report sets out the methodology and findings
of the public consultation, and is available online at: www.leominstertowncouncil.gov.uk/Grange-Open-Space.
aspx
The issues, ideas and trends raised in the Phase 1 stakeholder workshops, surveys, and other communications,
alongside the technical site analysis carried out by Red Kite Network Limited informed the development of
concept proposals for the Grange. The Phase 2 Consultation focused on collating feedback on these proposals,
in order to discover what was liked and diskliked about the proposals, and how we might change them for the
better. The results of the Phase 2 Consultation will inform the final masterplan for the site.
Leominster Town Council will then use this masterplan and the consultation evidence to apply for the
funding required to make these plans a reality. The masterplan will set out areas and opportunities for future
investment. Each element will be developed as funding becomes available and will be fully consulted on with
input from residents, users and visitors to the town.

Promotion via Twitter

News item on Red Kite’s website

Dedicated project webpage on Leominster Town Council website
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2.0 Methodology
A range of consultation approaches and activities were carried out as part of the Phase 2 Public Consultation
to ensure that we reached out to a wide an audience as possible. The formal consultation was open for a four
week period in July 2019. The public consultation was publicised via a variety of media channels prior to and
during the consultation period, including:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.1

Leominster Town Council hosted a webpage which provided information about the project, a link to
the online survey, and details of where the hard copies of the surveys could be found (https://www.
leominstertowncouncil.gov.uk/Grange-Open-Space.aspx)
Leominster Town Council and Red Kite Network promoted the public consultation via social media,
including Twitter and Facebook.
Emails were sent to local organisations and community groups.
The consultation was promoted via the Team Leominster working groups, which included input from
Herefordshire Council and West Mercia Police.
A stall was held at the Corn Square market, on the Grange and at a community event in Barons Cross.
Posters and leaflets were distributed and displayed at the Grange, and local businesses and organisations.
A static display was held at the Tourist Information Centre for the duration of the consultation period.
Updates about the consultation were provided in Leominster News.
Online Survey

An online survey was launched in July 2019 via the surveying platform Survey Monkey. The questions were a
variety of multi-choice, ranking and comment questions. A total of 28 responses were received during the fourweek period.
2.2

Paper Survey

A hard copy of the survey was published and made available at the Leominster Tourist Information Centre
and local businesses and organisations. They were also distributed at the public drop-in sessions (for more
information, see below). The hard copy followed the same structure and contained the same questions as in the
online copy. A total of 51 responses were received during the four-week period.
2.3

Public drop-in Sessions

Two half day public drop in sessions were held, allowing members of the public to view and discuss the
proposals with the design team and Leominster Town Council. Attendees were invited to complete a survey
after the session, if they had not already done so, in order to capture the issues and ideas raised during the
discussion. The details of the drop-in sessions were as follows:

2.4

Static Display

A static display of the proposals was available to view in the Tourist Information Centre throughout the
consultation period. This gave local residents and visitors who had not seen or were not able to view the
online copy of the proposals, or attend one of the drop-in sessions, a chance to view large scale versions of the
proposals. Paper surveys were made available at the Tourist Information Centre to fill out.
2.5

Stakeholder Meetings

A selected list of stakeholders, decided on by the client team at Leominster Town Council, were invited to attend
a consultation workshop with representatives from Red Kite Network and Leominster Town Council. The table
below lists the stakeholder meetings held:
Meeting 1
Meeting 2
Meeting 3
Meeting 4
Meeting 5
Meeting 6
Meeting 7
Meeting 8

Leominster CIvic Society
ECHO
The Forbury and Leominster Festival
Oak’s Children’s Group
The Priory
Leominster Tourism Information Centre
Grange Court
Leominster Meeting Centre

The stakeholder workshops followed an informal and loose structure, and lasted 45 minutes. Minutes were
taken during the workshops, and circulated to the participants afterwards to ensure they agreed with our
representation of the discussion and to enable them to clarify any issues raised. Stakeholder group members
who were not able to attend the workshops were invited to submit their views and ideas via email, and these
were incorporated within the written minutes. A summary of  the issues and opportunities raised in these
meetings is provided in section 4.
2.6

School Workshops

Leominster Town Council presented the proposals at a primary school Year 4 group assembly, with
approximately 90 pupils present. The teachers then led a workshop with the pupils, where they were divided up
into groups, and helped to fill in the surveys. These responses have been combined with the online and paper
survey results.
A teacher-led discussion with Key Stage 3 pupils at Earl Mortimer College was also facilitated, which provided
teenagers’ perspectives on the project. A written summary of the discussion is provided in Appendix 2.

Friday 19th July, 9.00 - 13.00, Leominster Tourism Information Centre
Saturday 20th July, 13.00 - 17.00, The Grange play area
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3.0 Survey Results

Question 2: How would you rate the different areas of our proposals?.
100%

3.1

Summary of Survey Results

90%

As in all public consultation exercises, the survey results only reflect the views of the respondents and
should not be assumed to be representative of the entire population. Whilst we sought to gain the input
from a wide a cross-section of society as possible, a number of groups might be under-represented.

80%
70%
Excellent

60%

The results of the online and hard copies of the survey have been combined (79 total responses) and are
summarised below.

50%

Question 1: How would you rate our proposals overall?

30%

Good
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40%

Poor
Very Poor

20%

100%
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Pinsley Mead

Millennium
Green

The Priory

Play area

The Grange

All of the area of the proposals were scored Excellent or Good by the vast majority of people (over 85%).
The Play Area received the highest proportion of Excellent ratings (62%), followed by the Priory (53%) and
The Grange (51%). The Play Area was the most divisive area of our proposals, as it also received the highest
proportion of Very Poor ratings (4%).  

60%
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30%

Question 3: How likely would these proposals encourage you to visit The Grange more often?
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The vast majority of respondents rated the proposals Excellent (48%) or Good (42%). Less than 10% of
respondents rated the proposals Average or Poor.
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44% of respondents said the proposals were likely to encourage them to visit The Grange more often, 43%
very likely and 13% unlikely. Some additional comments were provided in response to this question which
suggest that the results may not fully reveal the extent that the proposals would attract more regular visitors.
For instance, some respondents commented that they already visit The Grange every day, and will continue to
do so if the proposals are implemented, whilst other respondents commented that they are one-off visitors to
Leominster and therefore would be unlikely to use The Grange regularly in the future, even if the proposals are
implemented.
Question 4: Is there anything you particularly like or dislike about the proposals?
The majority of comments were positive, and were related to the following themes and features (listed in
descending order of frequency of mentions):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Play Area, and in particular the offering of integenerational spaces. Other related comments
referenced the provision of a picnic area and the selection of materials and equipment.
The Priory, including the sensory labyrinth garden and the paths through the churchyard.
Refurbishment and repurposing of the pavilion, and the surrounding terraced seating.
Wildlife habitat improvements, including restoration of the pond.
General comments relating to retaining the green and natural character of the space.
Provision of accessible infrastructure, including the changing places and surfaced paths (including the
reinstatement and extension of Aida’s accessible route).
Other comments related to the following: the reinstatement of the medieval bridge; provision of seating
and infrastructure; opening up views to the Kenwater; The Grange as a community events and activties
space; and reinterpretation of Pinsley Brook and the fish ponds.

Many comments provided general support for the proposals, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Very good ideas all round to encourage all ages outdoors’.
‘I like that you are protecting the green and natural character of The Grange and the inclusive spaces for
play’.
‘I like that the proposals are including all ages ranges so that they are improved for everyone. It would
encourage so many more people to go to the areas’.
‘The Grange is a lovely space but these proposals would raise it to an even better level’.
‘I like the flowing natural feel’.
‘Concern for the environment and reinstatement of historical features are very positive. Also good to have
considered all generations’.

Respondents also provided comments about areas of the proposals which they did not like, had concerns about,
or had suggestions for improvement. These are listed in descending order of frequency of mentions:
•

Dogs, including the need to provide a dog exercise area and also whether to control dog access in the play
area

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Play Area, including its position, scale, features and the provision of different age group areas.
The balance of soft and hard landscaping, with particular reference to the terraced area around the
pavilion.
Anti-social behaviour, including whether some aspects of the proposals would encourage it, and how it
would be managed.
The Priory, including the gravel paths through the churchyard.
The maintenance and management implications of the proposals.
Other comments related to the following: the reinstatement of the medieval bridge; car parking; late-night
events; and the proposals within the Grange area.

Some comments provided general criticism or suggestions for improvements, including:
•
•

‘Use the Priory history as much as possible to give the site a sense of time’.
‘In principle, many good ideas but over ambitious for its area’.

The full list of comments is provided in Appendix 1.
Question 5: Do you have any suggestions for how we could improve the proposals?
The suggestions for improvement related to the following themes (listed in descending order of frequency of
mentions):
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider maintenance, management and security implications of proposals.
Ensure that the whole site is fully accessible.
Various suggestions for the play area, relating to the separation of and provision for different age groups;
the style and aesthetic of the equipment, and the inclusion of seating.
Various comments about the path network, including the provision of a cycle route, a riverside path along
Pinsley Mead, a link between Pinsley Mead and the Priory, a running track, an enhanced promenade walk
around Grange Court, the gravel path around the churchyard, and reinstating the riverside path to the
station.
Drinking fountains, including the restoration of the existing fountain next to Grange Court and the
provision of new fountains close to facilities.
Suggestions for additional features at the Grange, including picnic tables, cricket, and croquet or bowls.
Install more signage both within and to the site.
Reopen the pavilion cafe.
Suggestions for providing specific wildlife habitats, and the need for additional surveys.
Other suggestions included: outdoor gym equipment; screening to reduce traffic noise from bypass/
railway; do not reinstate the medieval bridge; do not restore the pond; provide more bins and lighting;
provide a dog exercise area; introduce a speed limit on Pinsley Road; and reintroduce animals.

A sample of the more general comments received include:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘Keep green spaces as much as possible’.
‘Make this a destination park that people will travel to’.
‘Some of the features seem expensive and unnecessary’.
‘Ensure public access to all areas for people with disabilities’.
‘Looks great, a free day out for family to enjoy’.
‘If this happens, it will greatly enhance the area’.
‘Include local people in the building and implementation of the project so that they it is their’s’.
‘Rethink the entire plan into a more practical form’.

•
•
•

‘As leaseholders of the pavilion, we welcome the suggesions of increased community use, and this is our
vision for the space which we are working on’.
‘Do not detract from the feel of an open green space; the Grange has a period feel - do nothing to detract
from this’.
‘One of the beauties of the Grange is its tranquility, which is a factor which initially encouraged us to move
to Leominster’.

The full list of comments is provided in Appendix 1.

The full list of comments is provided in Appendix 1.
Question 6: Any other comments?
The following themes were raised in response to this final question (listed in descending order of frequency of
mentions):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General comments about the importance of retaining the natural and green feel of the space, and avoiding
too much hard landscaping and modernisation.
Highlighting the importance of maintenance.
Queries about the funding, cost and work programme of the project.
Provision of signage and interpretation, especially highlighting the historic features.
The need to tackle anti-social behaviour.
The potential value of involving the local community in the project.
Provision of outdoor exercise trails.
Ensure site infrastructure, including paths and picnic benches, is fully accessible.
Litter collection and provision of sufficient bins.
General comments (both positive and negative) about the play area.
Organising events and activities at the Grange, and ensuring adequate site infrastructure.
Other comments related to the following: the design and use of the pavilion; do not provide any more car
parking; restore the pond; dog use of the site; and customers of the Grange Court cafe.

A sample of the more general comments received include:
•
•
•
•

‘We have lived in Leominster for over 20 years, and could not understand why the Grange area has never
been utilised more as other local towns do. It is a fantastic asset for the town’.
‘This will be a much better park when it is done. It will be nice for a picnic’.
‘Many of these ideas have been done before but through lack of maintenance have reverted back to the
wild’.
‘I hope these plans all go ahead as people in Leominster need a ‘green place’ for their spiritual and mental
wellbeing’.
Survey Results
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4.0 Stakeholder Meetings
Stakeholder Group: Leominster Civic Society
Area
Comments
General
• Excited by the proposals
design
concept
Pinsley Mead • Extend Pinsley Brook line for complete length on north and east alongside path.
• Supportive of reinstating the medieval bridge.
• The medieval fish ponds were much larger than shown on the proposals. Could then be
enlarged? Otherwise, need to ensure interpretation accompanies them to explain original
scale and purpose.
• Need to be aware of Scheduled Ancient Monument area in terms of design and
construction techniques.
• Good idea to have improved picnic area
• Supportive of restoring the timber building – would need to lock door at night.
• Open up views to Kenwater.
Millennium • Have turfed path alongside Pinsley Brook to reinstate PROW, and potential to incorporate
Green
planting. Although this might present maintenance difficulties.
• The bird hide needs designing to try to avoid the possibility of anti-social behaviour.
• Need to provide habitats for birds.
• Incorporate signage and interpretation of wildlife.
• Prevent access to railway bridge.
• Need to restore management of Millennium Green.
The Priory
• Reveal and reinterpret layout of the former nave. Could you make the labyrinth garden
smaller or move it further east to avoid the position of the nave?
• See case study – turf maze at Down House, Morville (Dr. Katherine Swift, author ‘Morville
Hours’/designer)
Play Area
• Don’t replicate play provision at Sydonia Park.
• Move teen play space further away from residential area.
• Existing diagonal path from memorial to Grange Court is used often.
• Concerns about safety of shared pedestrian/vehicle space. Having more parked cars forces
people to slow down.
The Grange • Interpret/reveal position of old tithe barn
• Grange open space – keep original layout and landform/bank.
• Additional horizontal path from playspace to the pavilion is unnecessary.
• Limited car parking for Grange Court – need better signposting from existing car parks to
Grange Court.

Stakeholder Group: ECHO
Area
General
design
concept

Comments
• Enthusiastic about the proposals – liked that it was going to be improved and made more
accessible.
• Improving accessibility benefits wheelchair users and pushchair users.
• ECHO host a walking group, and one of their routes is around the Grange. Better paths and
more lighting would be beneficial.
• ECHO host a horticultural therapy project at Eaton Barn. This group could be used for
volunteer work parties and co-design of garden and growing spaces at the Grange.
• Aida’s accessible ramble – currently partially closed due to building work next to river.
Aida died a few weeks ago – ECHO thinks that the trail should be open and this would be
a fitting commemoration for her. If the housing provider has blocked the route’s use then
there should be compensation for this and the route changed to be accessible. Volunteer
maintenance could be a good way to maintain the route
Pinsley Mead • The Youth Hostel would benefit from having a proper outdoor space.
• Like the idea of an improved picnic area.
Millennium
• Supportive of the idea of increasing wildlife
Green
• Pond dipping platform – ensure that it is wheelchair accessible, and that it has a low barrier
to prevent wheelchair users from falling off the edge.
The Priory
• Can the labyrinth be designed so that it is fully accessible?
Play Area
• Wheelchair accessible roundabouts and swings
• Quieter play space for visitors with autism.
• Provide a canopy – more vandal proof than a shelter
• Ensure clear sight lines across the play space.
• Sensory play equipment – lighting, sound, sensory planting
The Grange • Supportive of including changing places within toilet block
• ECHO fest currently runs outside of the town centre, at Don’s Bike Shed. It would be good
to bring it into the town centre, potentially at the Grange, and to make it more community
focussed. Its held in June each year – potential to incorporate as part of Leominster Festival
programme?
• No special event infrastructure set up requirements.

Stakeholder Meetings
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Stakeholder Group: Forbury and Leominster Festival
Area
General
design
concept
Pinsley Mead

Millennium
Green

The Priory

Play Area

The Grange

Comments
• Include more sculptures and art – expand sculpture trail around the town.
• Incorporate attractive seating features – art for adults as well as children. Ensure that it is
durable.
• Not supportive of the proposed new bridge – a waste of money. Where does it connect to?
• Not supportive of medieval fish ponds – restricts use of open space.
• Likes picnic area – the existing picnic area isn’t used as much as it should be.
• Opening up views to the Kenwater – concerned about steep drop down to river. Could we
provide some kind of sympathetic barrier, but still allow some river access via steps and a
platform?
• Likes the idea of restoring the pond
• Likes wildlife shelter but move further out of corner so you can watch the pond wildlife .
• Open up area around proposed wildlife garden – remove fencing.
• Could you provide bird feeding station? But would it be misused? Would need volunteers to
top up the food regularly. Include signage to inform visitors of the wildlife and how to look
after them.
• Supportive of the story telling circle idea – need to remove graffiti and made more
attractive.
• Pinsley Brook – would this be misused by bikes and/or be a trip hazard, especially at night?
• Supportive of the idea of paths through churchyard, but concerned that gravel stones
might be used as weapons.
• Supportive of idea of labyrinth garden.
• Proposed sculpture trail – make links with heritage of town, e.g. sheep and agriculture. Link
to brass rubbings of town’s interpretation project.
• Teen space needs sheltered seating area with lighting, so that young people have their own
space to hangout and socialise.
• Not convinced by terraced seating around pavilion – does it add much, would they even be
comfortable to sit on, it would be a very seasonal space? Would prefer more landscaping
around pavilion and traditional seating.
• Seating outside pavilion would need to be fixed, but then this would reduce flexibility of
space.
• Need three point power within Grange open space for events – ideally more than one, in
different locations.  

Stakeholder Group: Oak’s Children’s Group
Area
General
design
concept

Comments
• Collected views from parents and carers in advance of the meeting
• Contrasting views re dogs and dog walkers – some in favour, some against.
• Important to ensure disability access
• Incorporate sensory planting
• Include bike paths – lots of children learn how to ride a bike at the Grange
Pinsley Mead • Supportive of the proposed new bridge. It could link up to residential area around Mill
Street and also the Leominster in Bloom garden.
• Concerned about opening up views and access to the Kenwater – the river bank is steep,
and the river can get very high when in flood.
Millennium
• Ensure secure access to the railway.
Green
• Supportive of pond – remove fencing and just provide safety signage.
• Supportive of natural play.
• Could the Pinsley Brook line become a cycle/BMX path for children? This way, they would
not have to share the main path with pedestrians
The Priory
• Likes labyrinth garden.
Play Area
• Fencing around play area not an appropriate solution to managing dogs. Instead, could
we make the play area a dogs on lead area, and inform visitors via signage? This is hard to
police, and requires cooperation from users.
• Like having different age play zones.
The Grange
• Like the terraced seating around the pavilion – could watch children playing and events
from here
• Alternatively, you could position terraced seating on western side of Grange open space as
this area is currently under used. Also consider uplighting trees, as it’s a bit dark otherwise.
• No provision for children at the Grange – could you provide small points of interest e.g.
seasonal lighting, features, sculptures, fairy doors (like at Hampton Court), trails and
interpretation rubbings.
• Grange Court used to have play equipment available for hire, but no one used it. Could we
try again, and just improve promotion?

Stakeholder Meetings
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Stakeholder Group: The Priory
Area
General
design
concept

Comments
• Generally great, exciting
• Opening up the flow and circulation around the Grange is very important
• Need better signage at Etnam Street and Broad Street car parks to direct people to the
Grange and the Priory. Need to stop visitors getting caught in Leominster’s one-way system.
• Incorporate more edible planting within the scheme

Pinsley Mead
Millennium
•
Green
•
The Priory

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Play Area

•

The Grange

•

Most of the apple trees are cider rather than eating apples. Plant more edibles.
Improve signage at the orchard, to identify trees and inform people that they are welcome
to pick the fruit.
Former nave was previously the centre of the monastic church. The design of the labyrinth
garden ignores this. Need to pay more attention to the heritage of the space and the
foundations of the nave, and orient the design east-west towards the Priory. Requires
sensitive construction to avoid damaging archaeology. Potential for space to become
a spiritual reflective/memorial space that reflects our heritage. Needs to be designed
carefully and sensitively. Also consider maintenance requirements.
Annual Edfrith festival – marks out the nave with candles.
Medieval fayre use the grassed space – could consider alternative location.
Consider paths and circulation around the garden area, and how it connects to the rest of
the site.
Retain existing apple tree next to the Priory
Need to engage with Diocesan Advisory Committee as early as possible.
Paths through churchyard would help draw people into the space. Prefer alternative
material to loose gravel for the paths, as this could be used as weapons.  
The Priory is considering opening churchyard as burial site
Car parking – people need to be able to park close to the entrance for services and
funerals. There are currently 2-4 allocated disabled spaces. Currently have a one way
vehicular flow system from Church Street to Pinsley Road.
Church Road gate not wide enough for large fire engines.
Lighting to the south of the Priory no longer works – needs to be replaced.
Wall bordering play area is in need of surveying and repair.
Area to the west of the entrance gate from Pinsley Road is currently under used, apart from
by holiday club. An alter used to be located here – could we mark it out with stones?
Consider fencing play area to stop dog access, and also to prevent children from roaming
too far.
Currently, the war memorial and the playground fencing are used for public
commemorations and memorials. Could we provide an alternative communal memorial
space, that is open to all, not just Christians?

Stakeholder Group: Leominster Tourism Information Centre
Area
General
design
concept

Comments
• Excellent
• Aida’s accessible amble – enhance, and incorporate interactive elements. Link up with
accessible café at Grange Court.
• Interpretation and signage – explain features and their heritage.
• Proximity of site to the Tourist Information Centre – help promote circular walking routes
around the Grange.
• Medieval fair previously camped on the Grange, but it got vandalised. In the future, they
will be able to use the Secret Garden’s camping facilities.
Pinsley Mead • Good opportunity for picnic area
• Important to provide visual and physical access to the river.
Millennium
• Better signage for the orchard
Green
• Riverside Walk is currently blocked by building site. Popular route from the Grange to
Millennium Wood.
The Priory
• Annual St Edfrith festival mark out former nave with candles. Could we permanently mark
this out within the garden design?
Play Area
• Theme for play area – e.g. Ryelands sheep
• If area is more used, then vandalism might decrease.
The Grange
• Need better signage to Grange from Corn Square
• Reinstate drinking water fountain – link in with ‘refill app’
• Provide lighting between Grange Court and the Priory
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Stakeholder Group: Grange Court
Comments
• Generally positive
• Consult with MiEnterprise re pavilion
• Park Run – would be a good event to encourage people to use the site to exercise. However,
measured running route might be more suitable due to capacity requirements of Park Run.
Could provide distance markers.
• Provide timber interpretation boards around the Grange
Pinsley Mead • Continue Pinsley Brook line along footpath in Pinsley Mead. If it was some kind of path/
cycling route, this would then provide a continuous circular route around the site.
• Supportive of proposal to open up views to the Kenwater.
• Supportive of idea to protect and restore the timber building. Further research needs to be
undertaken.
• Fish ponds – they were much larger than shown on the proposals, and could mislead
visitors about their scale and purpose. However, it might not be practical to provide them at
their original size. Instead, they should be seen as illustrative, and interpretation boards can
be used to explain further.
• Path on the northern side of the Kenwater is in a poor state of repair, the vegetation is
overgrown and the path is too narrow. This will need to be improved if you are hoping to
increase access to the Grange from this area via the proposed new bridge. Potential to
approach the landowners to sponsor the path improvements as part of the project.
Millennium
• There is believed to be a water main and gas main beneath the pond – this is one of the
Green
reasons why it was fenced off. Need to do a utilities search to confirm this and consider
relocation of pond.
• Millennium Green is owned by a private charity, so any changes would need to be discussed
and approved by the trustees.
• Include a sensory garden.
The Priory
• Labyrinth garden – could the layout reflect the former nave?
• Medieval fayre currently use Priory lawn space – need to consider the event’s use and
speak with organisers.
Play Area
• Play area is too far away from the pavilion.
• Toddler play are is distant from toilets. Could you swap toddler play with teen space so
they’re closer, also so that younger children don’t have to walk through older children’s play
area.
• Teen play area is too close to houses to the south.
• Include bouldering in play provision.

The Grange

Area
General
design
concept

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crazy golf – not many opportunities locally. Could it be incorporated in the Grange Court
garden space or next to pavilion or within the play area? Or have a giant chess set? This
could then be rented out to generate income. Would need continual management.
If you remove car parking space along the road, car parking will become more of an issue
for Grange Court. Need to improve signage from Broad Street and Etnam Street car parks so
more people use them when visiting the Grange.
The arterial path linking the pavilion with the kingfisher gate – would this work given the
changes in levels? Also grass maintenance issues.
Reinstate water fountain – there used to be an English Heritage funding scheme for these
kind of projects.
Could ramps be provided on the path through the Grange open space so its fully
accessible?
Consider how to maximise potential of the pavilion.   
Improve the entrance to Grange Court as per proposals

Stakeholder Group: Leominster Meeting Centre
Area
General
design
concept

Comments
• Supportive of proposals
• The proposals would result in increased use of the site
• Bring history to life
• Provide more seating – mixture of sheltered and non-sheltered

Pinsley Mead
Millennium
Green
The Priory
•
•
•

Play Area

•
•
•

Garden area – border is overgrown and requires maintenance
Paths are too narrow in the garden area
Labyrinth garden – include sensory planting and ensure paths are wide enough for
wheelchairs. It could be a nice project for the Leominster Meeting Centre to get involved
with.
Include a raised bed in the corner of the grassed space for use by the participants.
Provide more things for children to do – this will reduce anti-social behaviour and vandalism
Outdoor gym equipment for adults

The Grange
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5.0 Summary
5.1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5.2

Summary Survey Results
86% of respondents rated the proposals Excellent or Good.
The Play Area was the most divisive area of the proposals, receiving the highest proportion of top and
bottom ratings.
The Priory and the Grange were also particularly popular areas of the proposals.
87% of respondents said that if the proposals were implemented, they were Likely or Very Likely to visit
The Grange more often.
Positive feedback on the intergenerational play area; proposals to refurbish and improve the pavilion;
focus on ensuring accessibility; and enhancing wildlife and habitats.
Concerns about the how dogs will use the space; management and maintenance; anti-social behaviour;
retaining the natural green feel of the space; and the scale and position of the play area.
Suggestions for improvements included the path network; play facilities; and site infrastructure, including
seating, signage and drinking fountains.
Summary Stakeholder Workshops Results

General design concept
• Provision of interpretation, signage, sculpture and art to bring history to life and improve legibility.
• Improve accessibility and circulation for walking, cycling and outdoor exercise.
• Incorporate sensory and edible planting, and consider maintenance requirements.
Pinsley Mead
• Medieval bridge is a large investment, but could improve connectivity.
• Supportive of opening up view and access to the Kenwater, but consider health and safety.
• Supportive of picnic area and reinterpreted fish ponds, but consider Scheduled Ancient Monument.
• Consider extending Pinsley Brook line from Millennium Green.
• Research and restoration of timber building required.
Millennium Green
• Restore pond, but consider location and maintenance requirements.
• Provision of habitats at wildlife garden; ensure long term management and maintenance.
• Consider anti-social behaviour and secure access within design.
• Supportive of reinterpreted Pinsley Brook, which could incorporate a path and/or planting.
The Priory
• Reconsider material of surfaced path through churchyard.
• Incorporate layout of former nave with labyrinth garden design.

•

Potential for community use and involvement with garden.

Play Area
• Reconsider layout and position of play areas.
• Ensure fully accessible and inclusive play, catering for a range of abilities and ages.
• Make links with town’s heritage within design.
The Grange
• Retain Grange open space layout and reconsider terraced seating and arterial path.
• Consider implications for car parking, and provide improved signage from Broad St and Etnam St
• Indicate outline of old tithe barn.
• Improve infrastructure for events and recreation, including water fountain, lighting and power supply.
• Provide for all ages and abilities - changing places toilet, interest for children.
• Enhance community space, including pavilion and communal memorial space.
5.3

Conclusion

Based on the findings of the consultation, the following issues and opportunities need to be addressed in the
final design proposals:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Do not encroach on the green space at the Grange.
Provide drinking water fountain(s).
Provide outdoor games space at Grange Court, under the management of LARC.
Taking in the needs and requirements of local residents, reconfigure layout of the play area, incorporate
seating area, and ensure design is sensitive to the historic landscape setting.
5. Consider dog use, in particular the provision of a dog exercise area, the control of dogs within play area
and wildlife areas, and enabling dog access to the Kenwater.
6. Extend Pinsley Brook line around Pinsley Mead.
7. Provide exercise trails and continuous path network, including cycling route, around the park.
8. Reconsider surface material for paths through churchyard.
9. Reinterpret the layout of the former nave within the Priory sensory garden.
10. Ensure all features and areas of the site are fully accessible.
11. Ensure due consideration is given to maintenance, management and security of proposals.
12. Provide improved signage to and throughout site.
13. Facilitate community use of the space, for volunteer maintenance, events and activities.
14. Maximise community-focused commercial opportunities at the pavilion.
15. Consider protection and reinterpretation of additional sensitive heritage sites, including old tithe barn in
the Grange and Scheduled Ancient Monument in Pinsley Mead.
16. Ensure adequate site infrastructure, including bins and lighting.

Summary 12
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The following comments were provided in response to the survey:
Question 4: Is there anything you particularly like or dislike about the proposals?
The plans do not address the competing needs of dog walking and children apart from the play area. Some
control on dog access needs to be considered.
The accessible toilet with changing table would be a huge benefit for the whole town and the sensory garden is
a lovely idea.  I also like the idea of reopening the pond and the pavilion  
Overall they seem fine in principle, but more could be done at the Grange itself - there seems to be limited
ambition for that area.
I like them a lot and actually hope they happen unlike Sydonia which has barely anything public voted for.
Power supply points for events on the Grange.  Outdoor gym equipment with phone USB chargers.  These are
needed and still missing from the proposal
The dry river bed (provided the history of Pinsley Brook is explained somewhere) and the playground.
Like the idea of paths through churchyard; not particularly keen on sculpture trail; really like the idea of the
Grange becoming an event and activity space
There will be an increased risk of antisocial behavior if shelters and hides are provided. I think the money should
be prioritised to concentrate on the play area initially. An ice cream shop should be reopened at the pavilion
cafe if possible in summer months. It was a great place due to outdoor seating. The Grange Cafe is not as nice
for children and dog walkers.
Particularly like the wildlife habit proposals
The Grange is a lovely space but these proposals would raise it to an even better level.
That they are making it for all ages and the changes help the world.
DO not spend time and money on the cemetery. This should be done by the church. Church of England is one
of the richest companies in the uk, do not spend tax payers money on their land. Please add picnic areas to the
play area site. The new bridge seems pointless, it just leads people to B&Q, send them back up towards the
church and then they will possibly go back to town to spend some money
I like the inclusion of a teen play area
I like the flowing natural feel
Dont add extra car parking. Keep green space as much as possible. People are happy to walk to nice areas.
I live on the Grange.  Late night events (eg 10 Aug 2019) will be disruptive to me.
We would like to see Aidas Accessible trail maintained through the site to encourage more use by mothers with
buggies and people in wheelchairs.
I particularly liked the idea of a new terraced area and refurbishment of the pavilion.  The play area also sounds  
fantastic.  Not sure about gravel paths through the church yard. The labyrinth garden sounds good but it will be
a big job to keep it tidy.  
Love the accessibility and the sensory theme
Concern for the environment and reinstatement of historical features are very positive.  Also good to have
considered all generations.

I think the different age group areas are a good idea
We like everything especially the climbing frames. The tunnel looks good!!
I like that it is suitable for all ages.
I like everything in the child play area
No cons, its all positive; a great idea.
Is there a designated safe space to exercise dogs? Is the fence being removed edging the play area?
No mention of area for dogs, or whether dogs are allowed, even on lead.
The nature side of the proposals was good.
I like that the proposals are including all age ranges so that the areas are improved for everyone. It would
encourage so many more people to go to the areas.
In principle, many good ideas but over ambitious for its area.
Like - it would encourage more people to use these places.
Play area, could be exciting but who is responsible for safety as many areas could be dangerous for young
children?
I like all the proposals
The play area could be built out of natural sustainable materials (not a plastic or metal eye sore)
Wildlife garden, pond dipping, walking routes through the Priory, playable landscape, naturalistic play features.
I like that you are protecting the green and natural character of the Grange and the inclusive spaces for play.
I think the whole proposal is very well thought out.
Use the Priory history as much as possible to give the site a sense of time.
I like the footbridge idea and the seating on the Millennium Green. Different play areas for different ages.
I liked the play area and the Priory.
I liked the ideas for the Priory and the play area. There are different areas for different ages.
We dislike the idea of the yellow attraction where you spin upside down and hold on.
I dislike the path through the graves and the cow because it is a waste of space.
We like the play area - has more space and activity frames.
We dislike the sand in the play area but everything else is fine.
I liked reinstated medieval footbridge.
The Priory, the play area, different areas for age groups.
The Priory, play area, the Grange, different play areas for year groupes.
Not keen on the  terrace if its below the pavilion. Is there a danger of too much being crowded into a smallish
area, especially hard features?
The teen play area to encourage outdoor activties - excellent! Very good ideas all round to encourage all ages
outdoors. Nature/outdoors/mental health etc.
The Priory I dislike because it creeps me out.
Nothing, long overdue.
The play area should remain where it is. The Prunus (cherry trees) should be left alone (many people picnic
here).
Anything which improves the pavilion. Provide as many opportunities as possible for additional planting.
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Opening up the views to the Kenwater
Not sure teens would want a dedicated ‘play area’
You are inviting dog walks to walk right through the proposed play areas - not a good idea. Also the play areas are
too far from the proposed parking - consider the needs of parents with small children. The proposed sculpture
park is an open invitation to budding grafitti artists.
Like - interpretation; upgrade paths; riverside management; fish ponds; labyrinth; sensory garden; parking
strategies and signage; toilet block; solar low level lighting; refurbished pavilion. Dislike - play area: having
different aged play areas all in one place; play area taking away the lovely view from Grange to Eaton Hill; and
taking away that green space; putting a prominent ‘play landscape’ over the green landscape that so links and
continues the green circle around the Priory; such a big play feature not in keeping with this ancient Priory - why
ruin that ambience? A small extension and upgrade of the current play area would be much more appropriate;
play area site right next to the quiet residential area of Pinsley Road and particularly for it to be right against the
hedge line. Other: hard terracing the lovely green circle of the Grange; sheltered seating away from main Grange
area (usually attracts antisocial behavior); absolutely no mention of management or maintenance, personnel
to manage, patrol and liaise, and wider community involvement in tackling anti-social behaviour - without
which everything else is likely to be undermined and wasted. Is there a funding submission for personnel and
maintenance?
Question 5: Do you have any suggestions for how we could improve the proposals?
Path to White Lion to be reinstated
Millennium Green could have dedicated a cycle path so that commuters and cycle tourists have a safe route
north from the station avoiding Bargates traffic lights. The proposed path presumably would be a no cycling area
as it is part of the natural play area.
Is there space for an outdoor gym?  I have seen other parks with adult exercise equipment.
More could be made of the Grange itself - there is a large grassed area but this does not seem to be improved or
brought into use in these proposals.  Perhaps a games area, such as croquet or bowls, could be introduced.
Make sure the areas are maintained & locked at certain times to keep them in good condition.
Yes include the previous points
I would like see some evidence of site security, as there have been episodes of both vandalism & theft in this
area.
More screening to reduce traffic noise from the bypass / railway
Pavilion cafe to reopen.
Maybe split off play areas so younger kids won’t go in the older ages.
Do not build the new bridge to nowhere.  Do not build the pond, too much maintenance and it will end up being
a messy burden, will be an overgrown stagnant pool in 2 years.  Please please make the play area something
to WOW about, not like the Sydonia. Make this a destination park that people will travel too. Please make sure
there is a picnic area by the play area, people like to sit and eat then let the kids go play.  Please think about a
skate park. Look at the Hereford skate park, it is always rammed full of people.  Get the café to open all hours, or
at least all weekend.
Ensure the new spaces are secure and that the area continues to be maintained
Needs picnic tables actually in the Grange, not just in with kids play area and over in Pinsley Mead area.   Needs
more signage to draw people in.

No extra parking.  Keep green spaces as much as possible.
Some of the structures seem expensive and unnecessary. Restoration of the drinking water point would be an
advantage in this plastic free age
Ensure public access to all areas for people with disabilities
Everything seems to  be covered . Also everything needs to be maintained etc. , which is also a consideration
when planning.
You could have a baby area for the babies
Maybe have a baby play area too
Picnic area nearer Grange Walk and changing facilities; Upgrade benches in Grange; Pop up ice cream booth/
parlous; Dog café
Bring the cricket back.
No.
Make approach by road from Church Street safer by making speed limit of 5mph.
No its good.
Looks great, a free day out for family to enjoy.
People with mobility issues; circular route to encourage exercise; full accessibility; signage.
Make sure lots of litter bins.
Have the police been consulted? Area behind Priory known trouble spot. How would all these improvements be
maintained?
No gravel paths through the Priory, it is a wonderful, beautiful, quiet area.
Refurbish water fountain in front of Grange Court. Improved lighting at night.
Should include use as a cricket pavilion and use the green as a cricket field.
Looks good to me.
Have you researched what wildlife is already there?
No, if this happens it will greatly enhance the area!
Please could you put drinking water fountains in the play and picnic areas to reduce single use plastic water
bottles?
Maybe provision for some nest boxes, bats, hedgehogs
Between Pinsley Mead and the Priory, add link along road to create circular walk (paint on surface?). Add
riverbank path in Pinsley Mead. Add snowdrop walk in Churchyard for winterest interest (survey to see where
they are).
Include local people in the building and implementation of the project so that they feel it is their’s. Interpretation
boards at the surrounding car parks to bring visitors in. How about introducing animals to the old ‘Grange’ area
again?
Keep the public toilets clean.
To keep toilets clean.
I would like for the toilets being clean.
For the climbing wall we think you need more rails and bars to make it safer.
We think there should be more things for younger ages and put seats for the play area.
No
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No they’re perfect
No
Ensure the toilets are clean.
Ensure that the toilets are always clean.
Don’t ‘over-egg’ the project. What about maintaining the play areas, seating etc? More poo bins that are
emptied.
Wildflower meadow area with path through it (encourage butterflies, moths and other pollinators). Maybe
allocated dog exercise area?
Yes make the water clear in Millennium Green.
Do those first!
Running track. Edge paths more clearly (comment for blind person). Learn from Queenswood Wildlife Trust - I’m
sure would be happy to advise.
Would like more details about new terraced area at Grange Court.
Many modern play areas are ‘harsh’ on the eye - they should ideally ‘blend in’ and not stick out ‘like a sore
thumb’. Provide an enhanced promenade walk around Grange Court.
All proposals are good
Make sure there is good wheelchair access.
Add: Restore fountain next to the park by Grange Court to working order; Retain Aida’s Accessible Ramble.
Rethink the entire plan into a more practical form. Consider safety e.g. children and pond areas. Some of these
proposals destroy wildlife habitat whilst proclaiming the opposite.
Question 6: Any other comments?
I hope the design of picnic seating will be like the photograph in your proposals. Pub-style barbecue tables can
be difficult to use by people with restricted mobility.
Better access for vehicles that need to get onto the Grange grass areas for festivals and events
Go for it!
We have lived in Leominster for over 20 years & could not understand why the ‘Grange’ area has never been
utilised more as other local towns do. It is a fantastic asset for the town. Well done also to the organiser of the
forthcoming ‘Party in the Park’ event , well overdue!
Please do something.  Think about why you have 2 cafes in the Grange, seems pointless, the one in the Grange
house is poor and not at all inviting to families. Seems to be run by the older generations for their own kind.  
Make the old pavilion a nice café with good food. Visit the café at Dinmore to see how it can be done. Speak to
the nice people who run that, ask them about taking this on. Use the Grange field for more activity days, fun
days, shows, fetes, dog shows, concerts etc etc
No extra car parking. Keep green spaces as much as possible.  The playground is excellent! Plenty for all age
groups. Keep very young and older children’s areas at opposite ends.
Anything done must be well maintained.    
These comments come form Walkers are Welcome
Looks great to me ( a running track would be brilliant)
No, just that this will be a much better park when it is done. It will be nice for a picnic.

For the parents, they should have a rocking chair because they might be feeding a baby.
Looks great, a free day out for family to enjoy.
People with mobility issues; circular route to encourage exercise; full accessibility; signage.
Make sure lots of litter bins.
Have the police been consulted? Area behind Priory known trouble spot. How would all these improvements be
maintained?
Many of these ideas have been done before but through lack of maintenance have reverted back to the wild. We
had a lovely wildlife area and pool. It was destroyed by cutting before it could seed.
Do not forget to keep all areas as litter free as possible, with perhaps more litter bins and more frequent
collection of litter.
What is the overall estimated cost? What is the time period? Funding from where?
I hope these plans all go ahead as people in Leominster need a ‘green place’ for their spiritual and mental
wellbeing.
Not that I can think of. Hopefully funding will be available!
The main problem with any open area is maintenance. Areas like this can very quickly be overcome with weeds.
You will need a large local volunteer force to keep this space up to sccratch. This would be your cheapest option.
You will have to enthuse the local community.
Can you please just refurbish and move the old equipment and add more?
We loved all of your proposals
Please, please, please cut the invasive ivy creeper at the base on all trees, especially the three lovely sequoias
and the scots pines as these trees are getting choked!
Very keen on clearing out pond and high lighting to Pinsley Brook site. Have information about history of the
Priory, perhaps by picnic area.
No mention of dogs. At the moment there are still dog owners who let their animals foul the churchyward etc
and you don’t mention this aspect at all. Hopefully the picnic/play areas will be dog free, people picnic on the
Grange now - but I wouldn’t want to sit even where people have cleared up.
It is beautiful.
Grange Court should give 50% discount on all amenities to town residents, which would utilise it better and live
up to promises made. This I feel is essential.
Would it not have been sensible and logical to survey people’s opinions about The Grange prior to
commissioning a consultation team - and cheaper? How much is the consultation costing?
As leaseholders of the Pavilion, we welcome the suggestion of increased community and this is our vision for the
space which we are working on.
Be considerate to people living around Green. Reduce drug taking. Policing? Canabis and cocaine are now
consumed during the day time. I would not go there after dark.
Display plans/photos/drawings of each aea in central area of town e.g. Tourist Office or Grange Court.
Somewhat concerned re the cost of these improvements i.e. how will you raise the funds?
Please: not too much hard landscaping; do not detract from the feel of an open green space; the Grange has a
period feel - do nothing to detract from this - avoid overdoing modern elements in the landscape.
These proposals need capital to make them happen and just as important these areas need to be maintained
and advertised more prominently.
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Don’t pretty it all up. Make sure it is all sustainable.
At East end of Priory Church, mark with an interpretation board the former outline of this, now demolished, part
of the church.
It would be a disaster to destroy a naturally peaceful and calm atmosphere in order to ‘modernise’ facilities.
One of the beauties of the Grange is its tranquility, which is a factor which intially encouraged us to move to
Leominster.
Apart from the Priory plans, and some of the softer meadow features, and some unobtrusive interpretation, I
would ratehr like the park infrastructure be left as it is than put all these hard and structural invasive-looking
features. I would welcome sensitive improvements that do not change the gentle, grassy, wild and aesthetic
quality of the ancient Priory precints (by which I include this park as a whole). The most important thing is to put
in place management and maintenance of what we have. This means, especially, coordinating - with dedicated
personnel and appropriately-sized, long term budget - the management of anti-social behaviour, and liaising with
a committed community plan with police, social workers, youth workers and other agencies. Without this the
plans overall will be a waste of time, resources, effort and money and will be to the detriment of the park, safety,
welcome and inclusiveness. The proposed large and obtrusive play area is in my opinion disastrous and will
change the nature of the site too much, ruin the open, expansive and spirit-renewing green space, encourage
more anti-social behaviour in the park and for a quiet residential area, and put off many of the existing loyal and
regular users of the park.
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Appendix 2: Other Submissions
Ward Cllr Leominster South
Grange Input
Access to the river. We already have some expensive projects in so I’d like investigation of how some access
would be possible near the ruined medieval building. At the very least a place where people can sit and dogs
splash about- Leominster totally lacks that.
Tithe barn: looking at the chance of putting markers where the footings of the ancient tithe barn was. The
Hillaby book would be a good start and Pete Blench, who I’ve copied in, might also have information about its
location. It’s certainly in the project area.
Monastic priory outline: highly in support of marking this out. We have marked out a possible outline, shown in
the Hillaby book, for Edfrith festivals. It has 4 circular chapels and a lady chapel. Alternatively there was a scan of
the area to pick up stone work below ground. As I recall that is less tidy as a shape.
All the best with the next stage.
Heritage Walks Leader and Committee Member of Walks are Welcome, Leominster Group
re Marking the outline of the destroyed eastern section of the Priory Church
It was good to talk to you briefly earlier. Please find attached a discussion paper I circulated in early 2016
regarding proposal for enhancement of the site of the former Monastic Church of Leominster which was
destroyed in the 16c during the Dissolution. This is not a new idea, it comes up frequently. When I wrote the
attached document I was trying to set the ball rolling to get something done. I did receive some good verbal
feedback, particularly from the Rector, the Re Mike Kneen. He proposed that a single ‘standing feature’ on the
enhanced site could be (a re-creation of) the Benedictine monks’ High Altar on its original site, and I think that
an excellent idea.
While I am writing to you may I raise another issue:
‘Making more of the river’ - The River Lugg, immortalised by?? Michael Drayton (1563-1631) in his his epic poem
Poly-Olbion (extract below), runs through Leominster but you would hardly know it - our river has become far
too hidden away!?? Thus, the proposal to open up views at Pinsley Mead to the Kenwater (one of the 2 channels
of the Lugg) is a very good one. The bank at Pinsley Mead picnic area could be re-profiled to include a beachlike area to allow children - and others! - to paddle in the river as whole families do in the River Teme at Ludlow
Millenium Green.
With lockes uncomb???d, for haste the lovelie??Wye??to see
(The floud that grac???t her most) this daie should married be
To that more lovelie??Lug; a River of much fame,
That in her wandering bankes should lose his glorious name.
For??Hereford, although her??Wye??she hold so deere,
180 Yet??Lug??(whose longer course doth grace the goodlie Sheere,
And with his plentious Streame so manie Brookes doth bring)
Of all hers that be North is absolutelie King.With lockes uncomb???d, for haste the lovelie??
Wye??to see

(The floud that grac???t her most) this daie should married be
To that more lovelie??Lug; a River of much fame,
That in her wandering bankes should lose his glorious name.
For??Hereford, although her??Wye??she hold so deere,
180 Yet??Lug??(whose longer course doth grace the goodlie Sheere,
And with his plentious Streame so manie Brookes doth bring)
Of all hers that be North is absolutelie King.
That’s enough poetry!?? Please find attached my discussion paper re the destroyed section of the
Priory Church.
CONSULTATION DOCUMENT
LEOMINSTER ‘LOST CHURCH’ PROJECT
February 2016
Dear friend,
This initiative follows a discussion earlier this month at a meeting of the Leominster group of Walkers Are
Welcome  held at the Tourist Information Centre. I am writing to a small, random selection of individuals and
several Leominster organisations in an attempt to get the ball rolling for a project concerning the ‘vanished’ part
of Leominster Priory Church.
Over some years I have devised and led a number of ‘walks-with-a-script’ locally in town and country. In
Leominster – always having been interested in the town’s growth as a monastic foundation, and what flowed
from that - I have shown a number of parties the site of the lost section of the church to discuss its history.  
As you will know, all parts beyond the current East Wall of the church, the Lady Chapel, Transepts etc, were
demolished in the 16th century during the Dissolution of the Monasteries. For many years after the site was a
sort of quarry where townspeople helped themselves to the stone from the wrecked church for re-use in other
buildings. The site is now a level, featureless grassy area which is regularly mowed in the summer months. On
one or two occasions the outline of the ‘lost’ church has been temporarily marked out – for example in recent
years it was lit up at dusk by candles to mark the feast day of St.Edfride, founder of the church and first monastic
settlement.
The Plan in Brief: to seek funds and commission works for permanently marking out the outline of the lost
building and its internal layout by means of stone paving strips, or dwarf stone wall constructed to suggest the
footings of a great ruin. I would like to see recesses for small colourful flowers to brighten and enhance the
‘ruin.’ Most important of all would be high quality interpretation/information panels.  Some panels were erected
in the past which did not prove to be vandal proof or fully weather-proof. Only one survives in situ on the site,
now unreadable. (Another at Pinsley Mead on the north side of the Old Priory complex has broken from its
base and is adrift in a corner). While leading walks in other places I have seen examples of high-quality, resilient
information boards. For example see the excellent board at Wapley iron age hill fort between Leominster and
Presteigne – all-metal, attractive and very tough.  As to content and the way we need some artistry to conjure
up history at this site, we need look no further than our own Grange Court nearby. Quality depictions on the
walls, line drawings of scenes from Leominster’s past, provide historic context for a great building and visitor
attraction. Another possible feature at the church site, or on the periphery, could be several benches. I am open
to ideas, but my hope is that the site could be made an attractive enough place for people to want to linger and
sit peacefully in contemplation. The old apple tree on the site would be retained and the site would be managed
as a low-maintenance garden  (the Lady Chapel Garden, perhaps?)
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What you can do to help: your response to this ‘back of an envelope’ proposal is welcome.
Please forward this proposal: to any local person or association who might be interested. Please let me know to
whom you are forwarding to so that I or others do not duplicate your efforts.
I am floating an idea but make no claim as to its originality: a number of others have informally voiced the same
or similar ideas about this precious site over a number years. Is the time is now right for action ? I am hoping
one of our existing organisations or a partnership will pick up the idea and run with it.  My initiative is solely
to canvass the broad proposal as outlined and, depending on the response, to offer to bring interested parties
together at an informal meeting.
There can be no progress without the support and enthusiasm of the Clergy, Wardens, PCC, Friends of
Leominster Priory and the church community. Thus, after drafting this paper my very first step will be to forward
it to the rector, the Reverend Mike Kneen for his thoughts.
All being well, I would hope to circulate the proposal to, among others:
Gill Ding & the Leominster Tourist Information team, local historian Peter Holliday, Leominster Historical Society,
Leominster Civic Society, Walkers are Welcome Leominster, Dennis Downey (walks leader/Parish Footpaths
Officer), Trish Marsh and Sue Morgan (St Edfride events), Leominster Museum, Paul Russell (Town Clerk),
Leominster Festival committee, Leominster Area Regeneration Company (LARC), Grange Court management,
Leominster in Bloom.
Millennium Green Trustee
We , along with the LARC trust from Grange Court are trying to trace documentation etc that transfers ownership
to LARC .... I am informed that some have been found ? My concern , for what its worth , is that your plans
show several ASPERATIONS for the Green that we also attempted to put in , only to have them thwarted by the
dreaded ELF & SAFTY situation -- my message is -- be prepared !!!!
So I am some what interested to note that when the plans are produced , are they the “ asperations “ one , or
what we “ actually “ finally achieved ?
Points to note are the “ pond “ and the Willow tunnel , !!! items NOT favourable to people with childrens
concern on their minds !!!
Local resident
I note that you are welcoming suggestions for improvements to The Grange and surrounding areas. I would
suggest that there is little need for alteration to what is already there except that maintenance needs to be
improved in all areas. Encourage more use of it, flower/plant shows or sales, music entertainment, Leominster
Medieval Society re-enactments, dog shows, 5 aside junior football tournaments, soft ball cricket etc. Maybe
we could be less health and safety conscious and allow a little adventure and excitement into life, we seemed to
manage perfectly well in the “olden days”. Better signage from Corn Square, it is actually a “jewel in the crown”
of Leominster but few visitors seem to find their way there. Why not put the Farmers Market there and leave
Corn Square available for easy parking.
Policing of regular drug and alcohol use seems to be nonexistent at present, apart from signage, which is
regularly ignored. Surely a few swift prosecutions would deter this practice. As an elderly resident I would not
walk alone through there in the evening.
There is definitely no need for further parking as Etnam St. & Bridge St. provide adequate parking.
Maintenance of the trees in all areas should be instigated immediately by removing the damaging ivy which
is rampant throughout many of the mature trees and will eventually kill them by choking. Ivy may sustain a

small amount of insect life etc but I feel that trees do a bigger and better job, are good for the environment,
are expensive to replace and take years to reach maturity. Both the trees and remaining gravestones in the
churchyard are being destroyed and overridden by ash and elm saplings, there are some beautiful monuments
in danger of being obliterated by brambles, saplings etc. Suggest a volunteer working party be established to
maintain this on a regular basis.
The “pond” in the millennium walk is nonexistent and not at all accessible. The surrounding “wild flower
meadow” is overrun with nettles, although they may be good for butterflies, they are now overtaking everything
else. Access to the river would be nice even if only for dogs.
More frequent mowing of the central Grange would encourage use of ball games by the younger generation, at
the moment it is often too long for children’s cricket or football
The majority of dog owners do clean up their dog’s mess but most litter comes from humans who discard paper,
plastic, cans and bottles wherever they are and this is then picked up by dog walkers and placed in nearby bins.
Most dogs when off leads are still under control and at present they are the most frequent users of the green
areas for ball games.
The existing play area is regularly taken over by youths for misuse and defacing graffiti, I would not like any small
children to play there whilst this is allowed to continue. Maybe the basketball hoop could be placed in a separate
area. It would be nice if the water fountain could be reinstated and the green man planted.
On the plus side the Grange Court parking area is now kept very clean and tidy by the new caretaker.
On a separate note why does the Town Clock in Corn Square not show the correct time, is it not possible to
adjust it to BST.? When are the churchyard gates going to be repaired, surely just an insurance issue? A finger
post sign has been removed from the east end of the church leaving a dangerous hole.
Long time resident, dog owner, and council tax payer,
Janet Suter.
PS lets push for a decision on the planning application for McDonald’s preferably in favour.
LARC, Grange Court
Completing the Vision for The Grange
Grange Court
Improving the entrance from the Grange would make the building more inviting and improve connectivity with
the wider space.
Reinstate the water fountain. This would act as a ‘Refill Station’ thus encouraging people to drink healthily and
reduce plastic usage.
Play Area
Add a nine hole crazy golf course. There is no crazy golf course in the north of Herefordshire. It could be a very
popular tourist and local attraction which could be managed through the Pavilion Café and/or Grange Court.
Add a bouldering area. Here’s a video about bouldering: www.youtube.com/watch?v=b2v4brHpdxY
Here’s a link to definitions of bouldering: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bouldering
Also, the proposed play areas are sited too far from the pavilion. They need to be closer to the heart of The
Grange.
The Priory
The site of the labyrinth garden is regularly used for medieval re-enactments. Have you discussed this with the
organisations involved?
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Millennium Green
This is owned by a private charity, so any changes would need to be discussed with the trustees and be
consistent with the environmental objectives of the charity. I would hope to negotiate the establishment of a
sensory garden area either here or in Pinsley Mead.
Interpretation Panels
Suitable wooden tactile information boards should be positioned around the area so everyone can understand
and appreciate what The Grange contributes.
Note:
Failure to consult with the tenant of the Pavilion on The Grange.
Leominster Priory PCC
A few points that I would like to make as I will not be at the consultation. Generally good ideas and well thought
through.
Any paths though the churchyard, particularly those closer to the building, should be a hard material and not
gravel. We have had numerous windows broken over the years by stones being thrown. Although a number of
the windows now have guards over, this would still be a possible problem.
Just close to the south east corner of the church, there is a set of steps over an old stone wall. These steps lead
to the area where a labyrinth is suggested. A path leading to these steps either side would make sense, as this is
a through route for walkers.
The Norman nave of the church used to extend eastwards before the reformation. Inset stones in the grass
marking the former buildings would be a great idea, and give people an idea of the former scale of the building.
As a general observation a labyrinth will need quite a lot of looking after.
Good luck with your plans.
Teacher, Earl Mortimer College
I did some work with KS3 students before the end of the last academic year on the plans for The Grange.
The general consensus was that students liked using The Grange, however, they did not always feel safe and did
not like the fact that people took drugs in this area.
A popular teen area name was Area 51.
In the teen area lots of students wanted access to sports facilities such as football nets, basketball courts, and
outside gym equipment as well as undercover areas to chill out. While many felt there shouldn’t be a Teen Area
and activities that Teens could access should be spread throughout. Some students also suggested including
mountain bike trails.
Some students thought there would be a time The Grange closes and it should have security cameras.
ECHO participants
See drawing - a tick means a participant likes a feature
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Local Resident
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Local resident
The Grange, The Priory and surrounding grounds are the jewel of Leominster...I’m sure the envy of many a
town...It is therefore concerning that the powers that be i.e. Town Council want to meddle with it...trying to
redesign and reinvent it...
Looking at the proposed ideas it seems to me that many of these ‘new’ concepts are just regurgitated - the
picnic area, the pond, the wildlife haven, paths, the use of the pavilion (was a well used cafe), and the use of The
Grange itself for community events (stopping cricket on The Grange was one of the worst community decisions
made) have all been initiated before but because of lack of maintenance or poor judgements made by the
powers that be they have gone into decline or been disbanded!
The area down by the Kenwater did have a pagoda area which transformed into a ‘den of iniquity’, so it was
dismanted - again and again you implement things and then ignore them - surely you have a responsibility to
maintain and police them if you instigate them?
The creation of a sensory garden in the town is a good idea but I’m not in favour of the proposed location in the
churchyard - surely the churchyard is sacrosanct and the presence of the magnificent Priory within ‘Gods own
acre’ is sensory enough? As a supposedly dementia friendly town I see ‘no nod’ to this in your plan. Perhaps the
sensory garden would be better placed near to the ‘Old Priory’ where the dementia group meet as opposed to
the churchyard?
The introduction of a medieval bridge over the Kenwater is an interesting concept and will be in keeping with the
medieval type of roads and pavements in the centre of town!!! If such a bridge ever came about one would hope
the design would be creative, innovative, appropriate and aesthetically pleasing - more can be said for the very
expensive Millennium Clock ‘gracing’ the Square which not only looks tacky but is also not fit for purpose! What
an eyesore?
Looking at the present children’s facilities, yes they do need renewing, updating...but again if installed they must
be properly maintained. A Teen Area tells you nothing? What does that comprise of?
Basically I am opposed to this present master plan - you are making proposals for a master plan so that you can
then apply for funding...its all pie in the sky - What I want is a Council which runs on common sense - appreciates
the jewel you already have and designs strategies for maintenance and policing. I think the Council need to
come up with a long term plan...so local people can be assured that The Grange and the surrounding area will
be preserved and protected for future generations...Address the basics: lighting; seating; pavements (walker,
puschair, wheelchair and mobility scooter friendly); litter bins (provision and emptying); dog poo bins and bags
(there always seems more dogs than people in The Grange); water fountain (reinstated); war memorial (upkeep);
policing - antisocial behaviour seems to be a major issue that needs to be addressed.
At the ‘drop in’ session Councillor Clive Thomas inferred there was only one policeman and a couple of
community officers operating (is that correct?) and it was not within the town council’s remit...surely safety and
antisocial behaviour needs to be addressed. It is prerequisite to a successful community area. Maybe the Council
should employ rangers to patrol the park and maintain it?
Everyone I have discussed ‘your park your future’ with agree that The Grange and the Priory are a treasure, are
quintessentially English...What we need is a core strategy to maintain it, preserve it and police it. Get the basics
right first before you start enhancing it. You’ve already tried that and failed!
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